PPSY Call for Papers – Summer 2020

The Polish Political Science Yearbook (PPSY) invites authors to submit papers, research reports, conference reports, review essays and book reviews to the next volumes of the journal. All contributions relevant to political science, international relations, public policy and security studies or Polish studies are welcomed.

Before submitting a paper, please consult Instructions for Authors.

Moreover, the PPSY invites to send papers related to the special section of the volumes: The Condition of Democracy and Security Issues in Contemporary Europe. The deadline for sending submissions is September 30, 2020.

The Condition of Democracy and Security Issues in Contemporary Europe

Special Section on Democracy and Security (PPSY issues in vol. 50) is dedicated to the question how does democracy develop in the context of recent political, economic and social circumstances in Europe, and what is its relation to actions taken toward increasing security. The PPSY invites authors who wish to consider following, example issues:

- Directions of democracy’s development in contemporary Europe,
- Economic, political, international, geopolitical, population, and individual security in Europe,
- Democratization and democratic backsliding in Europe,
- COVID-related infringements of democratic institutions,
- Challenges for democratic development of European states,
- Security programmes in the context of European democracies,
- Role of international organizations in democratization processes in Europe,
- European security in the global context.

Deadline for submission: September 30, 2020. For further information please contact the editors.

The Polish Political Science Yearbook (PPSY, ISSN 0208–7375) is a leading, open access, peer-reviewed Central European journal on political science, international relations, public policy and security studies, published since 1967 (until 1981 as the Polish Round Table). Currently, it is a joint initiative of the Professor Czesław Mojsiewicz International Cooperation Fund, the Adam Marszałek Publishing House and the Polish Political Science Association. It serves as a forum for academic scholars and professionals. The PPSY aims to present the latest analytical and methodological advancements, as well as to promote current work in political science. It offers research and theoretical papers on comparative politics, international relations, development studies, security studies, public policy & governance, Polish and Central European politics, political theory, political and electoral systems, as well as political communication. The publication is free of charge. The journal does not have article processing charges, editorial charges or printing fees. The journal is indexed in: American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (ABSEES) Online, BazHum, Central and Eastern European Online Library (CEEOL), Central European Journal of Social Sciences and Humanities (CEJSH), cejsh.icm.edu.pl, Columbia International Affairs Online, Cosmos Impact Factor, Directory of Open Access Journals, Electronic Journals Library, ERIH Plus, Gale PowerSearch, Google Scholar, HeinOnline, IBR Online – International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences, IBZ Online – International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences, ICI Journals Master List, International Political Science Abstracts, Open Academic Journals Index, POL–Index (PBN), EuroPub Database, and The Lancaster Index.